Ronald Reagan’s opening remarks at the development summit in Cancún in the fall of 1981 left little room for interpretation. While he professed America’s interest in generally continuing “global negotiations” about the problems of developing countries, Reagan issued a clear veto to most of the demands put forward by the fourteen developing and eight industrialized countries in attendance. The “have-not nations” of the world, as a commentator put it, wanted a larger say in institutions like the World Bank and the IMF, whose politics they viewed as detached from their own goals for increasing growth and alleviating poverty. Preferably, development aid and international trade regimes would become matters solely of the United Nations, where the developing countries of the Third World formed the majority in the General Assembly and affiliated UN organizations.

But as the same commentator continued, “sound lending practices don’t mix with one-country, one-voting or Soviet meddling,” and Reagan therefore declared himself opposed to granting the rights that Third World nations had been claiming for their newly independent states for almost twenty years. This essay charts the history of such rights claims presented by Third World countries seeking to achieve what Reagan vetoed in 1981, more control over the ways in which aid, trade, and above all foreign investment affected their economic performance. The politics of what eventually came to be termed the “New International Economic Order” (NIEO) posed a credible threat to business as usual for Western governments and multinationals, a menace that Mark Mazower has called “the most serious challenge to [U.S.] global leadership since the end of the Second World War.” The consequences of the oil shock and the vortex of debt, dependency, and loans with strings attached ultimately removed any leverage the NIEO might have previously had, symbolized in Reagan’s cold-shouldering the developing world at the Cancún summit.

Throughout the 1960s and 1970s, the NIEO sought to assert through the UN system, and through groupings like the G77 or the Non-Aligned, the state’s right to permanent sovereignty over natural resources, a Declaration of Economic Rights and Duties of States, and the least developed countries’ right to a more equitable trade regime. The NIEO and related claims therefore sought to harness the power of the state in controlling key industries, trade regimes, and multinational corporations engaged in what they viewed as the plundering of their wealth and resources. Bolstering the state and state sovereignty would fend off private investors, market
forces, and unrestricted free trade. In the growing field of inquiry into historical "rights," the emergence of the NIEO is a reminder that economic rights of the state were once viewed as a meaningful instrument against the interests of private capital and the brutality of unfettered free-market capitalism. The NIEO’s history, as this essay argues, should be viewed as a contribution to the history of economic development, which hitherto has neglected the role of private capital in the process. At the same time, as proposed here, the NIEO should be historicized in the context of state-based rights claims more broadly.

The language and tools the NIEO deployed bore a striking resemblance to other state-based rights projects pursued simultaneously at the UN and elsewhere. With the onset of decolonization in the postwar decades, demands for the universal application of the right to self-determination prioritized the independence of sovereign nation-states (or, as in the case of Latin American polities, freedom from informal foreign meddling in domestic affairs). The freedom and rights of individual citizens within polities was an ancillary product that would naturally flow from the independence of states, as stated in the 1955 closing statement of the Asian-African conference at Bandung. When individual rights were emphasized, as most notably in the 1948 UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights, at least on a broad international plane, they remained peripheral. As recently argued, it was only in the 1970s that notions of individual human rights as no longer tethered to a state, and hence trumping the protection of sovereignty, came to triumph in a broad section of international public opinion and politics. The now universalizing human rights concept of the 1970s was, in the words of Samuel Moyn, the last surviving “utopian” program.

For universal individual human rights to surge, another project had to perish. From the late 1960s, the established framework in capitalist democracies for both political and economic coordination based on territorial states began to crumble, as was soon expressed in global social unrest as well. State socialism and planned economies would follow down the same path in the 1980s. It was only in the historical moment of a shifting order of territoriality that human rights could emerge as an individualist, antistatist utopian program in the 1970s. But as the history of state-based economic rights suggests, the utopia of human rights did not emerge alone. In retrospect, it becomes clear that Reagan’s speech at Cancún in 1981 and the rise of neoliberalism in the Western world not only spelled the end of state- and planning-driven development programs at the World Bank or the IMF but also sounded the death knell for state-based economic rights claims as formulated by the NIEO. Neoliberalism, with its celebration of individual free-market enterprise and mistrust of the state, was the other last utopia of the postmodern age.

The NIEO adds an economic dimension to the history of rights. Charting the story of the NIEO helps to put the growing literature on rights into conversation with that on economic development. Placing the NIEO at the intersection of the two helps to unclaw an aspect of the history of development programs that has hitherto been largely left out of the historiographic picture. The Cold War official aid programs of the United States, its Western allies, and to a lesser degree of China and the Soviet Union—and once petrodollars began flowing, of the Arab and Islamic world—as well
as of multilateral agencies like the World Bank/IDA and the United Nations Development Program (UNDP), were undoubtedly important funding and project sources for large-scale technical and social engineering plans. Non-state actors like the Rockefeller Foundation supplemented these programs. However, the history of the NIEO suggests that, more than usually acknowledged by a growing historiography, development was from its earliest stages not just about official, bilateral, or multilateral aid but also about the role and function of trade, private capital, and foreign direct investment. Hence, by extension, the NIEO is a reminder that international financial markets had an important function in funding overseas investments long before the end of the Bretton Woods fixed exchange rate system.

The role of the United Nations in the postwar international system lies at the intersection of debates over rights and development. In the General Assembly, in various commissions, and in bodies like the Economic and Social Council, a growing number of Third World diplomats drafted charters, adopted resolutions, and debated human rights, self-determination, and economic development alike. It was only a matter of time before these issues became linked. Decolonization meant that in numbers, at least, the Third World together with socialist countries now outnumbered America and its Western allies. As a consequence, intergovernmental arenas like UN organizations operated by way of a “bloc logic” that at least in public tempered disagreements and kept a vast array of ideological, political, and economic differences shrouded behind seemingly homogenous voting groups.

The UN system therefore became the stage for a strangely secluded and artificial version of the broader struggle for independence. The diplomatic wrestling in international organizations kept the violence and brutality accompanying decolonization in Algeria, Kenya, and elsewhere largely outside the new UN plaza on the banks of New York’s East River. And while the “agency” and impact of endless debates in the UN General Assembly and the power of resolutions and declarations were doubtless limited, Matthew Connelly’s pioneering work has convincingly argued that the growing activism of non-governmental organizations, non-state actors, and their use of the United Nations system constituted nothing short of a “diplomatic revolution” and the beginning of the end of a Cold War shaped by the two superpowers alone. The UN was and remains the only international forum where smaller and less influential states have been able to name and shame the injustices of the powerful, often while averting their gaze when it came to the crimes and murders committed by their own.

The immediate postwar decades from the early 1950s were a period of productivity and growth, but the spoils of this newfound prosperity were unequally distributed. Thanks to the Marshall Plan and American loans and foreign aid, Western European recovery advanced swiftly after economies had been returned to peacetime production and currencies and wages had been stabilized. At the same time, putting dollars into European pockets and closing the “dollar gap” meant that Americans could sell whatever they were now producing in growing quantities. Newly independent former colonies in Asia, and soon in Africa, however, found themselves oddly excluded from the postwar economic boom. Postcolonial leaders in what was coming to be known
as the Third World learned the hard way that delivering political independence was one thing, but delivering quality of life and prosperity was another. After decades and even centuries of colonial rule, Third World countries seemed mired in agrarian backwardness when compared to the industrial progress of their former colonizers. In a world in which Cold War contours were coming into increasingly sharp relief, Americans, still awash in dollars, were all too eager to help out. The scourges of hunger and poverty, after all, could easily tempt the hearts and minds (and stomachs) of the poor to succumb to the seductions of communism. In a now well-known story, Western government officials, NGOs, advisers, academics, and others began to fan out all over the world to build dams, devise irrigation schemes, fund housing programs, rewrite mining legislation, and bioengineer high-yield maize crops.

However, after official aid had begun to flow in the 1950s and 1960s, it became clear that aid was but a palliative for poverty, and not even a particularly strong one. The stated goals of these efforts—growth, industrialization, and escape from commodity dependence—remained out of reach for most Third World nations. Already in the 1950s, economists and intellectuals like the Argentinian Raúl Prebisch had pointed to a structural disadvantage that commodity-exporting developing countries seemed to face: commodity prices tended to fall relative to the prices of industrial goods, such as the machinery developing countries required to industrialize, and of manufactures more generally. In other words, for Third World economies, the terms of trade stood to deteriorate inevitably. Soon it became apparent that the goals set for the so-called first UN Development Decade from 1961 to 1969 would not be met, not least because industrial nations had failed to meet their aid targets, and that despite impressive growth rates, inequality within developing countries had increased.

Third World governments, and increasingly intellectuals, identified yet another culprit responsible for the lack of economic progress. Not only government aid but also trade, private capital, and foreign direct investment had an important part to play in the process of development, as government officials had stressed from the outset. In fact, the first officially adopted percentage targets for aid always presumed that private capital complemented these numbers. While official aid—and especially bilaterally negotiated aid schemes such as Kennedy’s Alliance for Progress—constantly exceeded private flows between 1956 and 1980, different forms of private flows had gradually caught up by 1970 and almost equaled official aid flows by 1980. Yet because the growing field of scholarship on the history of development is part of a rebranding of traditional U.S. foreign relations history, it focuses too narrowly on foreign aid and the actions of the American government without even acknowledging the role of private capital. Behind these numbers lay a trend that, with the acceleration of decolonization, saw Western multinationals and creditors either expand their existing presence in the developing world or quickly build new bases to tap markets and resources overseas. Third World leaders therefore reinforced their criticism of the structure of the world economy with accusations of “neocolonialism”: while former imperial powers had reluctantly relinquished political control, they had held on to economic dominance of the Third World. Echoing Lenin, Ghana’s hero of independence, Kwame Nkrumah, provided a detailed portrait of unfavorable conditions offered to African countries by exploitative Western enterprises.
The stage these leaders chose for voicing discontent with their position in the world economy was not the international economic order put in place in Bretton Woods but rather the political system of the United Nations. The UN’s center of gravity may have shifted toward the seat of power that was the Security Council, with its limited membership, but in the General Assembly it entailed a body that operated on a one-country, one-vote basis. In 1945, the UN counted 51 original members; in 1955 that number had risen to 80, and after decolonization was mostly complete in 1975, to 147. The Assembly and other UN organizations thus provided the arena in which disputes over aid, trade, foreign investment, and the structural imbalances in the world economy took place. In 1945, the UN counted 51 original members; in 1955 that number had risen to 80, and after decolonization was mostly complete in 1975, to 147. The Assembly and other UN organizations thus provided the arena in which disputes over aid, trade, foreign investment, and the structural imbalances in the world economy took place. In addition to the UN, Third World countries established a number of different political platforms to pursue their interests. The Bandung Conference in 1955 and the first Non-Aligned meeting in 1961 served as the political forum for the Third World. In 1962, 31 developing countries met in Cairo for the first time to discuss purely economic matters of development, and out of this meeting the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) emerged in 1964. Loosely associated with UNCTAD was the Group of 77 that grew out of the first UNCTAD meeting, an informal association of Third and Second World countries at the UN that would come to be an important voting bloc and would hold similar summits and conferences.

From the viewpoint of the General Assembly and other multilateral forums, the main dividing line of the Cold War therefore ran between North and South rather than East and West. As one American observer noted as early as 1954, “One tends to take for granted that important international affairs revolve basically around the communist vs. non-communist conflict. Such is not the case in ECOSOC (the UN Economic and Social Council) where other fundamental cleavages align the members of the Council. Here the division is between the ‘developed’ and the ‘underdeveloped’ countries and the words strangely enough have common usage. The line is rigid between the have and the have-not, the progressive and the backward, the rich and the poor.” In this “new” UN and its affiliated organizations, the United States and its European allies were now frequently outnumbered in votes and subjected to harsh attacks on a regular basis.

To be sure, vast political and economic differences existed between countries lumped together all too casually under “Third World.” From the 1960s, at least, East Asian countries like South Korea and Taiwan embarked on a radically different path of development, one allowing foreign capital to build up certain industries while nurturing and sheltering others from outside competition. Within Latin America, Brazil soon outpaced most other countries and quickly became disinterested in Third World activism. Many African countries barely counted among manufactures exporters and therefore were less interested in trade preferences and market access in the developed world than, say, an India counting on textile exports. Politically, divisions flared up more than occasionally over a few notorious hot-button cases, such as Algeria’s and Yugoslavia’s general jostling for leadership of the Third World, or Cuba being refused admission to a G77 meeting in 1967 at the behest of Latin American states. At that same meeting, the South Vietnamese delegation was kindly shown the door a few days into the event when the more radical among the group had demanded
the removal of an American lackey. But economically, through the second half of the 1970s the different Third World groupings managed to keep the lid on an extraordinary political, economic, religious, and ethnic diversity; to the outside world, at least, they presented a mostly united front.

The first phase in NIEO-related discussions in the late 1950s and throughout the 1960s was dominated by legal questions that focused on human rights and self-determination. The similarities between economic rights and other state-based rights thus emerged most clearly in this early phase. After the UN passed the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in December 1948, it decided to further study the possibility of turning the nonbinding declaration into a binding covenant. In 1950, when these debates got underway, suggestions were made to state explicitly the right to self-determination in such a binding document and to explore the relation of economic rights to the covenant. The idea of control over natural resources as a means to promote development soon took a prominent place in these discussions and became part of the notion of (economic) self-determination. In May 1952, it was the Chilean representative to the UN Human Rights Commission who suggested including the phrase “the right of peoples to self-determination shall also include permanent sovereignty over their natural wealth and resources” in the draft version of the new human rights covenant. The General Assembly adopted this proposal and eventually, in 1958, established the United Nations Commission on Permanent Sovereignty over Natural Resources as part of its inquiry into the right of peoples and nations to self-determination.

While it was certainly novel to plug by-now rampant economic nationalism into debates about self-determination, the actual plight of non-Western countries in the face of imperial economic interests was of much longer duration. It was part of the fraught history of European and American informal empires in the Ottoman Empire, China, and Latin America. Even in the second half of the twentieth century, the presence of Western multinationals in Third World countries refreshed humiliating memories of “dollar diplomacy,” or so-called unequal treaties, that had been imposed on much of the not formally colonized world throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. What is so interesting about the debates of the 1950s and 1960s is how neatly they were now invested with the new language of state-based rights talk.

In the following years, much of the UN Commission’s discussion of how to define sovereignty over resources focused on whether the expropriation of foreign assets was permissible. From the outset, the question was whether, how much, and when compensation had to be paid. Disagreement existed over what was to be understood as “reasonable” and “fair” compensation. Commission members, moreover, could not reach a consensus on whether there was to be an independent external arbitrator in expropriation disputes, such as an arbitration court or international court, or whether national means of legislation should be used first, and whether decisions in national courts trumped international law. Furthermore, what was to become of the so-called acquired rights of companies who had set foot on foreign territories at a time when these were not yet self-governed? Talks most commonly pitted a majority of the
Commission’s members against the Soviet delegate, who refused to acknowledge any bearing of international law on anything that fell under national sovereignty.30

In 1962, the UN General Assembly adopted a resolution that capped almost ten years of discussing state rights over resources. It affirmed that “the right of peoples and nations to permanent sovereignty over their natural wealth and resources must be exercised in the national interest of their economic development and of the well-being of the people of the state concerned.” The text further stated that foreign capital and investments were subject to domestic and international law, and that expropriation with a somewhat ambiguous “appropriate” compensation in the name of public interest was permissible.31 What state-based rights talk did not address, or at least only made implicit, was the internal, domestic distribution of resource profits. It was implied that national control over resources would allow for growth according to domestic needs and thus for bringing prosperity and well-being to a greater share of the population. But at least in the medium and long run, new and old elites in many Third World countries scrupulously enriched themselves by commodities without ever attending to the needs of the poor. While it may have been something like an international prerequisite, by no means did control over resources guarantee their responsible distribution within states.

Increasingly assertive talk about sovereignty over resources and a right to expropriation immediately set off alarms in various business communities. While the UN Commission was deliberating, Western governments consulted closely with one another and with the representatives of different resource industries, especially Big Oil, on how to counter the emerging set of claims. American, Dutch, French, and British diplomats maintained close ties to the Anglo-Dutch oil giant Shell and British Petroleum and frequently hosted company members for informal talks.32 Shell quietly monitored UN activity with regard to permanent sovereignty and alerted British diplomats to any rumor about impending actions on the question.33 In the summer of 1961, Herman J. Schmidt, senior vice president of Mobil International, addressed a letter of complaint to the U.S. member on UN’s ECOSOC. After centuries of devising a law governing the peaceful coexistence of nations, he stated, the UN Commission’s report on the status of permanent sovereignty over natural resources, in speaking of the “inalienable” right of states to dispose of their natural resources in accordance with their national interests, now constituted “a kind of return to the law of the jungle.”34

In the following years, several UNCTAD and Non-Aligned meetings continued to voice their discontent with the situation of developing countries. Above all, these conferences focused on trade-related questions, such as preferences for Third World commodities and a commodity fund that would stabilize prices and export earnings. A distinctly new phase in the contest over the role and rights of states and private capital in economic development began in the early 1970s. In September 1973, shortly after the official end of the fixed exchange rate system of Bretton Woods had been acknowledged and a little over a month prior to the outbreak of the Yom Kippur or October War, the Non-Aligned Movement gathered for its next meeting in Algiers.
With the war machine doubtless set in motion already, the summit became a propaganda forum to celebrate Arab unity and Afro-Asian solidarity with the plight of the Palestinians. But the summit did pass an economic resolution that now ever more forcefully rearticulated many central points of previous programs and placed growing emphasis on the formation of producer associations for certain commodities (modeled after OPEC, referred to as “cartels” by Western observers).35

In the months to follow, political and economic developments altered the course of events irreversibly. With the outbreak of war between Arab states and Israel in October 1973, OPEC’s Arab members organized an embargo of oil shipments to the United States and its supporters and a cutback in oil production, causing prices to skyrocket.36 The problem was that the oil shock affected all oil importers indiscriminately and hence led to inflated oil bills not just for rich, Israel-supporting states, but also for some of the poorest developing countries. Houari Boumedienne, leader of Algeria, one of the more aggressive OPEC members and an aspiring champion of the Third World, understood that this was a moment of both peril and opportunity. If the consequences of the oil shock lingered, unity among developing countries was at risk. On the other hand, it seemed about time to deliver the message to the West that commodity embargoes, if enacted in unison by producer associations, were a powerful instrument in the hands of developing countries. Boumedienne therefore called upon UN secretary-general Kurt Waldheim to convene a special General Assembly session, to be held early in 1974, focusing on the problems of raw materials and development.37

At what became the Sixth Special Session of the UN General Assembly, Boumedienne began by leveling several rounds of scathing criticism against former colonial powers’ control over the international economy. Following an intense debate, the General Assembly hastened to approve without a formal vote a resolution on a New International Economic Order that was to be accompanied by a Program of Action for immediate measures.38 The content of the declaration and the program echoed the general thrust of Third World positions in demanding a more equitable channeling of resources in the world economy to allow developing countries to overcome their structural disadvantages. Several main issues formed the core of the NIEO program: permanent sovereignty over natural resources and the right to expropriation; control over foreign investment, raw material prices, commodity exports, and their indexation to manufactures prices; access to markets in developed countries, technology transfer, official aid rates, and debt relief; decision-making power in international organizations; and a special program aimed at those least developed countries that had been affected most adversely by the oil crisis.39

Western governments and economists alike were fast to criticize the NIEO behind closed doors. But given the risks they saw associated with possible commodity embargoes, in public they adopted a more conciliatory stance. When Algeria’s plans to call a special session and announce a “new international economic order” first became known, U.S. secretary of state Henry Kissinger decided to step into the ring himself. The powerful United States was increasingly seen as the main impediment to NIEO demands by strong-arming other industrial countries into obedience in voting with the Americans, and as the leader of the Western world in general. It did not exactly help that American multinationals like ITT as well as the CIA were widely
viewed as implicated in toppling political leaders from Mossadeq to Allende. On April 15, 1974, Kissinger delivered a speech to the Sixth Special Session titled “The Challenge of Interdependence,” in which he acknowledged the “common destiny” of developing and developed countries. Kissinger’s speech adopted a conciliatory stance but did not substantially go beyond making several deliberately broad declarations of goodwill to which the United States could not be held later.40

However, in the following years, even months, fronts at the UN hardened. Calls for action turned to the more immediate consequences of the economic turmoil following the end of Bretton Woods and the oil shock, undermining attempts to strike a more accommodating chord between developed and developing countries. What is more, yet another initiative at the General Assembly and concurrent events in the Third World brought the fraught matter of rights to nationalization and expropriation to the fore again. A mere four months after the Sixth Special Session, in September 1974, the General Assembly adopted a so-called Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States.41 The idea for such a charter harked back to the immediate postwar years, when, under the impression of Nazi aggressions, the UN International Law Commission had drawn up a draft document in 1949 that came before the General Assembly in 1950. The articles of the draft charter focused on state sovereignty broadly conceived and ruled out war and territorial acquisition, and in the tradition of interwar minority treaties, they required states to respect human rights.

In 1972, at the third UNCTAD conference in Santiago, President Luis Echeverría of Mexico revived this much older idea and proposed an economic version of the original charter. In a public statement on the Mexican proposal, the U.S. mission to the UN acknowledged the connection to early postwar debates: the Charter offered “the occasion for a Universal Declaration of the Human Rights of Mankind to Economic Progress which would parallel in its sphere the broader and most influential Declaration of Human Rights.”42 Echeverría, too, spoke of the Charter as “supplementary to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.”43 Unofficially, Western diplomats were less generous and called the Charter a “folly, futility and superfluity” or simply “rubbish.”44 Here, too, the connection of economic rights and the NIEO to other rights projects at the UN—and most notably to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, a charter of sorts itself—was made explicit in form and content. The document eventually adopted at the UN in 1974 declared it the right of every state to choose its economic system, to exercise authority over foreign investment, to regulate the activities of multinationals, and to nationalize and expropriate foreign property under payment of compensation. If disputes were to arise, these would be settled in national courts unless otherwise agreed upon by all parties involved. Western government officials understood the ramifications of the issues at hand and underscored that they were not merely “questions of UN semantics but of what is going to happen to our assets around the world in the years ahead.”45 Around the same time, Keba M’Baye, a Senegalese lawyer and chairman of the UN Human Rights Commission, published an article proposing that development should be a right.46

Such assertive claims must have appeared as the culmination of a troublesome older practice. A costly trend of expropriations had reared its head first with notions of permanent sovereignty over national resources in 1962 and had recently taken a
dramatic turn. In shocking defiance of core assumptions in modern economic and legal thought—the right to and safeguarding of private property—the number of expropriations of Western-owned assets in Latin America, the Middle East, Asia, and Africa rose from a paltry six cases in 1960 to sixty-eight in 1974. At the time of the NIEO debates at the UN, a number of high-profile cases made headlines: by 1972, Iraq’s nationalization of the Iraq Petroleum Company owned by BP, Shell, the French CFP, Esso, Mobil, and Gulbenkian was complete; Libya had nationalized British Petroleum’s assets in 1971; and Zambia and Chile expropriated mining assets. Decolonization had spelled the onset of a wave of expropriations that shook business interests and politicians alike. To hedge against the risk of property takings, an elaborate legal architecture of treaties was gradually put in place. Germany, haunted by the experience of expropriations after 1918 and 1945, perhaps unburdened by colonial pasts like those of Britain and France and reliant on an export-driven growth model, was the first country to conclude a so-called bilateral investment treaty (BIT), in this case with Pakistan in 1959. Such treaties stipulated mutual obligations and rights of investors and host countries, and in the eyes of Western officials they sought to guarantee appropriate compensation in the case of expropriation, as well as the convertibility and remittance of profits owned. Following the treaty with Pakistan, by 1971 Germany had concluded a total of thirty-seven such agreements. Soon, France, Britain, and other Western European countries followed suit, in some cases (France in 1962) clearly triggered by UN debates about permanent sovereignty or the NIEO and the Charter of Economic Rights (Britain in 1972–73).

The United States reverted to different legal instruments with the same general function. America had historically concluded so-called treaties of friendship and commerce and now began writing similar clauses for investment protection into such agreements. In addition, the United States used investment guaranties to serve the purpose. The Investment Guaranty Program had been instated as part of the Marshall Plan in 1948 and extended, for a fee, insurance protection for American investors abroad against the risks of expropriation or currency inconvertibility. Concluding a bilateral investment program was normally a prerequisite for receiving insurance. Simultaneously with the spread of bilateral protection, in the early 1960s there was a move toward seeking a multilateral solution in the form of an international investment convention. But a consensus between developing and developed countries proved impossible, and the only outcome of these efforts was the establishment of the International Court for the Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID) as part of the World Bank in 1964. Western governments generally pushed for placing disputes before this court rather than using national courts in host countries, but since this was a voluntary move, and since developing countries mistrusted the ICSID, only the smallest number of cases ever made it before the Court.

The most interesting aspect of this sophisticated network of legal protection was that it did not work. Neither did investment treaties really deter Third World countries from expropriating, nor did compensation schemes, in cases where expropriation had taken place, in actuality follow the terms laid down in the treaties. In practice, as officials readily acknowledged, expecting compensation to cover not only the present
value of assets and past investments made but also estimated future profits, as enter-
prises demanded, had long since become illusory. Compensation, furthermore,
occed over time in several installments and was often not remittable due to foreign
exchange controls. The wave of expropriations in the Third World greatly influenced
mounting popular domestic dissatisfaction with American aid and America’s
involvement with multilateral institutions in the 1970s.

In the face of a growing expropriation problem, commodity “wars,” and docu-
ments like the 1974 Charter, the NIEO agenda became a growing threat to Western
interests. In March 1975, U.S. ambassador to the UN Daniel Patrick Moynihan
published his famous article “The United States in Opposition” in *Commentary*,
portraying America as beset by socialism and/or Third World radicals increasingly
dominating multilateral arenas, among other things by calling for a new international
economic order. In this context, Kissinger once again prepared to take the stage in
September 1975, and at the Seventh Special Session of the UN General Assembly,
which had once more been convened to address development and raw materials, he
delivered yet another speech. Between the first and the second UN session, events
had apparently convinced Kissinger to change tack on a matter of subjects. His speech
now incorporated ideas about government intervention and more planned approaches
to trade. In an about-face, Kissinger declared that the United States was amenable to
commodity agreements if negotiated on a case-by-case basis. But besides such concil-
iatory proposals, Kissinger insisted on the important role that private capital and
capital markets would play in the process of development. The United States,
moreover, suggested establishing an International Investment Trust to increase port-
folio capital for investment in local enterprises.

Despite his emphasis on private enterprise, once the content of Kissinger’s second
speech became public, critics assailed the U.S. response for approving “counterpro-
ductive” government interference “in the operation of an open world market system.”
A member of the National Security Council declared himself “deeply disturbed by
the tone of much of this speech which implies that the traditional U.S. objective of
an open economy with free trade and freedom of movement for capital” would now
be inappropriate. Federal Reserve Board chairman Arthur Burns noted how “the
accent of the speech appears to be placed on governmental action, and I keep
wondering about the role that private enterprise is expected to play.” The Economic
Policy Board had similar qualms. America should not be afraid to strongly assert that
everybody, including the “less fortunate countries, can best be served not by a system
of government agreements on various aspects of international trade and finance,” but
rather by reliance on private institutions. “Much of the Third World is pushing for
a new international economic order based on socialist principles,” the Economic
Policy Board stated to President Ford. Kissinger’s proposed response risked compro-
mising the United States’ basic commitment to the free enterprise system.

The last phase in the struggle over a different economic order began in the second
half of the 1970s. By that time, the “shock of the global” had ushered in sweeping
political and economic realignments that dramatically altered the ability of Third
World countries to push for more equitable economic relations. The severing of old
and the forging of new alliances had upended the familiar political landscape. The
Sino-Soviet split and the resulting “realist” U.S. rapprochement with China fundamentally changed the dynamics of the Cold War. Détente and eventually the signing of the Helsinki Final Act in 1975 marked a new phase in U.S.-Soviet relations, as well as in relations between the Soviets and other European countries. At the same time, and increasingly since 1968, the Transatlantic Alliance was coming under strain from the fallout of the collapse of Bretton Woods, unease with the American war in Vietnam, and the nuclear arms race. In 1973, Britain under the pro-European government of Edward Heath joined the European Economic Community (EEC). Franco-German relations, and hence the motor behind European integration, received a boost from the cordial relationship between the newly elected heads of state Valéry Giscard D’Estaing and Helmut Schmidt as of 1974. Kissinger’s clumsy attempt to fix relations with America’s European allies by designating 1973 the “Year of Europe” fell short of expectations.62 Already in 1967, a French intellectual had published a book with the title The American Challenge, in which he warned against U.S. economic power, expressed most visibly in the presence of U.S. subsidiaries in European markets. While the challenge could be won (“General Motors, after all, isn’t the Wehrmacht”), it required a strategic shift to organizing European corporations and economies away from the United States.63 The Trilateral Commission set up by David Rockefeller in 1973 to mend fences between the United States, Europe, and Japan was more successful than Kissinger’s Year of Europe but could not do the job alone. Overall, the Western world was in such disarray that, as diplomats surmised, the “social disorder now visible in the capitalist world” and “the mess the West is in may look something like the long-predicted demise of capitalism.”64

And yet, frustratingly perhaps, despite political fracture the world of the 1970s was economically connected to a degree unknown since the late nineteenth century. Interdependence, the “globalization” of the 1970s, was the term used to describe interconnectivity and mutually constitutive economic trends. Growth in one area was dependent on demand in another, and stagflation and a lingering recession at the center of the world economy had proven disastrous for everybody. The first reckoning dawned upon developing countries when skyrocketing oil prices were passed on to other essential imports such as food, fertilizers, equipment, and services, including shipping and transportation.65 Faced with ever more deteriorating terms of trade, many developing countries were forced into growing indebtedness. Interdependence meant that petrodollars from oil-producing countries flowed into Western bank deposits, where they were “recycled” into commercial loans.66 Initially, developing countries flocked to this opportunity, as commercial bank lending could be used independently of specific projects and came without the conditionality imposed by IMF loans. But credits had been provided on short and medium terms and incurred rapidly rising interest costs, setting in motion a spiral of borrowing to service interest payments.67

Interdependence was inescapable, and even the industrial world began to feel the constraints it imposed. Since the beginning of the 1970s, the threat of shortages had been lingering. The Club of Rome’s “The Limits to Growth” had convincingly driven home the point that the world’s energy and other resources were finite. Fears of an exploding “population bomb,” resulting in world food shortages and deadly famines,
added to the anxiety. In Britain, shortage fears resulted in a move toward placing North Sea oil reserves under government control, if necessary through nationalization (!), in order to reduce dependence on OPEC countries. European (and Japanese, for that matter) leaders realized that their position was more vulnerable than America’s with regard to food and energy security, and therefore they were less likely to see eye to eye with their American allies than before and more likely to seek compromise with the developing world. French foreign minister Jean Sauvagnargues had told Kissinger famously early in 1974, “You are the United States and you can afford to antagonize the Arabs.”

Not surprisingly, then, the last phase in debates over development was marked by European initiatives to salvage what had become an increasingly confrontational exchange. In order to avoid association with the more aggressive and far-reaching demands of the NIEO, these efforts were now renamed “North-South Dialogue.”

In January 1977, World Bank chief Robert McNamara tapped these activities and proposed what would become the Brandt Commission, chaired by former German chancellor Willy Brandt and staffed with other high-ranking former government officials, whom Brandt himself carefully hand-selected to secure the broadest possible appeal for the commission to different audiences. Setting up the Brandt Commission, furthermore, signaled the decline of the United Nations General Assembly as the center of international debates over development. Industrial nations had been trying to extricate the aid question from arenas in which they were outnumbered (Gerald Ford famously spoke of the “tyranny of the majority”) ever since the more determined demands for resource sovereignty and a new international economic order had surfaced, and with shifting economic fortunes after the mid-1970s, they finally succeeded.

The Brandt Report, published by the Commission in 1980, in most of its parts provided a farsighted assessment of the role of developing countries in the world economy that jettisoned accusatory rhetoric in favor of clear-eyed analyses, many of which continue to stand today. The report provided particularly insightful accounts of the restrictive trade politics adopted by industrial countries themselves in the fields of shipbuilding, footwear, electronics, and textiles. Above all, to tackle the several other pressing issues at hand, the Brandt Report underscored the need for international cooperation in different areas. The Brandt Commission therefore called for a summit of world leaders that would eventually become the Cancún meeting of 1981.

The Cancún development summit was planned against the backdrop of events that yet again marked the onset of a different era of international economic and political relations. In 1979, the Soviets had marched into Afghanistan, spelling the end of more than a decade of détente and leading to a reallocation of U.S. resources to military spending. That same year, a major U.S. ally in the Middle East, the Iranian shah, was toppled in the Islamic Revolution, resulting in the second oil shock and, again, rising prices and inflation. The following year Saddam Hussein’s Iraq started a war with Iran, further jolting oil importers. Moreover, the Third World itself appeared economically diverse as never before. To capture the differences between successful industrializers like South Korea, oil exporters like Algeria, and landlocked countries in sub-Saharan Africa, economists now differentiated not between developing and
developed but rather between newly industrialized, middle-income, and least-developed countries. Economically, an era of liberalization had begun perhaps as early as 1973–75 with Chile’s economic reforms; 1973–74 with Hafiz al-Assad’s and Anwar al-Sadat’s policies of Infitah in Syria and Egypt; followed by Deng Xiaoping’s and Zia Ul Haq’s reforms after 1978 in China and Pakistan; and electoral victories that brought Margaret Thatcher in Britain (1978) and Ronald Reagan in the United States (1981) to power. In retrospect, the 1970s and 1980s appear as the watershed moment in which, internationally, the postwar political and economic order based on territorial nation-states became frayed, and in which, domestically, the legitimacy of the European welfare state or America’s Great Society programs was eroding. Simultaneously, the expansion of finance after the collapse of Bretton Woods made territory appear almost irrelevant to global financial markets. Moreover, free-trade zones, onshore enclaves of deregulated capitalism, were suddenly viewed as the solution to developing countries’ industrialization deficit. In many ways, they resembled much older but similarly fluid notions of territoriality associated with imperial free ports and extraterritoriality more broadly. Territory and the state were undergoing a dramatic transformation during the long mid-century.

The Cancún summit that capped two decades of Third World activism for equitable economic relations originated in two different efforts. One was Brandt’s call, soon joined by other leaders of industrial nations. Inspired by the Brandt Report’s idea for a world summit and worried by the renewed stalemate at the UN and the failure to agree on a form for “global negotiations,” Austrian chancellor Bruno Kreisky and Mexican president José López Portillo at various economic and other summits began to lobby for a development conference. The Cancún summit was eventually held in October 1981, chaired by Mexico’s López Portillo and Canadian prime minister Pierre Trudeau.

Just how much the world had changed emanated from the way in which major figures like Ronald Reagan and Margaret Thatcher approached the Cancún summit. As the meeting drew closer, Reagan stepped before the press and expressed America’s commitment to development, but he then declared, “At Cancún we will promote a revolutionary idea born more than 200 years ago . . . it is called freedom and it works. It is still the most exciting, progressive and successful idea the world has ever known.”

Reagan then outlined a program of action based on five strategic principles: the opening-up of markets; the tailoring of development strategies to the particular needs of individual countries; assistance toward developing self-sustaining productive capacities; improvement of the climate for private investment; and the creation of a political atmosphere in which practical solutions could move forward, “rather than founder on a reef of misguided policies that restrain and interfere with the international marketplace or foster inflation.” At the summit he declared, in a similar vein, that “government has an important role in helping develop a country’s economic foundation. But the critical test is whether government is genuinely working to liberate individuals by creating incentives to work, save, invest and succeed.” Thatcher seconded Reagan. Government aid was important, she acknowledged, “but the thrust of our effort must be to help the developing countries to help themselves. It is here that trade and private finance is of such importance.” The fact that French president François Mitterand, in the run-up to Cancún, had called for an end to “international
economic Darwinism” did not change things alone. In the end it proved impossible to agree on a format for wide-ranging “global negotiations,” and the Cancún summit was for all intents and purposes a failure.

After Cancún, talk about a new international economic order reemerged occasionally, but the Third World’s moment had passed. Following the second oil shock of 1979, Paul Volcker, as the newly appointed head of the Federal Reserve Board, dramatically increased interest rates (the highest rates “since the birth of Jesus Christ,” as Germany’s Helmut Schmidt famously quipped) to curtail inflation at home; with the recession that followed, demand for Third World products plummeted. The consequences were driven home dramatically in 1982, when neighboring Mexico was no longer able to service its debts, and when, on the back of the Mexican default, commercial lending to cash-strapped Latin American economies slowed to a trickle. Now dependent on the World Bank and the IMF, Africa and Latin America entered a “lost decade” of growth. Concurrently, the broader ideas behind state-led development in general had come under attack. Already in 1976, the Pakistani economist Mahbub ul Haq (then at the World Bank) had written, perhaps with reference to both Winston Churchill and Richard Wright, “A poverty curtain has descended right across the face of our world, dividing it materially and philosophically into two different worlds . . . one embarrassingly rich and the other desperately poor.” That same year, the ILO presented a so-called Basic Human Needs approach to development that, implicitly, criticized how economists fetishized growth rates and GDP as indicators for development.

Such concerns were brushed aside quickly with the new wind blowing in the 1980s. At the Bank and the IMF, the international fortunes of development had changed to conditional “structural adjustment,” the new austerity formula devised against debt and inflation, requiring vast spending cuts and interest rate raises of borrowers. Part of these programs aimed at making these economies more market-oriented. As a consequence, in one of the largest transfers of property in history, state-owned enterprises, industries, and basic services were put on the auction block to be sold off and privatized. From water to schools to broadcasting companies, states and governments were forced to turn over the commanding heights of the economy to global business elites. In the late 1980s, austerity programs, liberalization, and the privatization of Third World economies in exchange for assistance had become so broadly accepted that economists and policy makers now spoke of the “Washington Consensus” when referring to this set of policies. The twenty-year struggle between developing and developed, First and Third World nations, over the role of foreign investment, free trade, and the role of states and governments in the process of development had been won by individual enterprise and private capital. And while it was certainly a “conservative counterrevolution” that brought to power figures like Reagan and Thatcher and led to a redefinition of development goals, it was perhaps more importantly a neoliberal revolution that closed the door on both Western-funded state-led development programs and developing countries’ claims to bolster the rights of states against the onslaught of free-market capitalism.

With the ascent of markets and freely enterprising individuals, the utopian program of individual human rights suddenly had company. To the protagonists of
the new human rights of the 1970s, individual human rights constituted a set of global norms, universal in scope and morally accredited, which were to govern the world beyond the reach of potentially autocratic governments and brutal dictators and the sovereign states they inhabited. The other “last utopia” that emerged in unison with universal human rights in the 1970s, less popular on American college campuses perhaps but influential nonetheless, was the image of a world governed by wise and efficient market forces, by invisible hands that effectively allocated profits and calibrated prices, wages, and demand in perfect harmony beyond the reach of inefficient states and governments subject to the pressures of the election cycle. The other last utopia was, for want of a better term, neoliberalism.91

Besides their antistatism, the utopian visions of world order of human rights and market creed that emerged once the old order had been “disembedded” shared a foundation in individualism as perhaps the most abstract underlying common feature.92 In 1999, in the wake of NATO’s intervention in Kosovo, UN secretary-general Kofi Annan stepped before the General Assembly to present his visions for a new concept of sovereignty that would allow the international community to intervene in sovereign states and stop bloodshed in the name of individual rights, even in the absence of a Security Council mandate. He called it “individual sovereignty.”93 In 2010, the U.S. Supreme Court in Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission affirmed corporate personhood and ruled that corporations enjoyed the same constitutional First Amendment protections as people. In light of the above, the two seem strangely related.
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